
GUN SAFE ACCESSORIES

8" COMPACT LIGHT KIT
Provides greater visibility inside smaller 
American Security® safes. Features two 8” light 
strips with high-intensity white LED lights and a 
motion sensor that automatically turns the lights 
on when motion is detected. The lights turn off 
30 seconds after motion has stopped. This light 
kit can be installed on any American Security 
safe. Includes battery pack. Retrofit Only.

LIGHT KITS

36" LED LIGHT KIT
Has two 36” light strips with high-intensity
white LED lights and a motion sensor that 
automatically turns the lights on when motion 
is detected. The lights turn off 30 seconds 
after motion has stopped. This light kit can be 
installed on any American Security safe and is 
also available as a retrofit kit.

SMALL DRAWER
Velvet lined jewelry drawer that can be 
installed on top or underneath most shelves.
• 7" x 1 ½" x 3 5/8" 

JEWELRY DRAWER

LARGE DRAWER
Velvet lined jewelry drawer that can be 
installed on top or underneath most shelves.
• 10" x 13 13/16" x 3 3/4"

PREMIUM UPGRADE PACKAGE

When you choose to upgrade your 
American Security RF, BFX, BFII, NF 
or SF Series with a Premium Package, 
we’ll add on some of our most popular 
options, including the Dehumidifier 
Rod, a Jewelry Drawer, an LED light 
kit*, and a 3-outlet power strip with
USB. (*LED light kit standard on BFX or 
BFII gun safes).

POWER STRIP
3 outlet power strip with 
two USB ports.

OTHER OPTIONS

"AR" RACK
“AR” gun racks are 
fully adjustable and 
custom fit in the side 
shelf area of each “BF” 
series gun safe. Each 
rack is designed with 
enough clearance to 
accommodate extra large 
front sights or optics.

PISTOL RACK
Ideal for organizing pistols 
inside your safe. This four 
gun pistol rack sits on top 
of an interior shelf.

DEHUMIDIFIER ROD
Will constantly guard your 
guns against the threat of 
rust, pitting and moisture 
damage. Electrical 
access is required.

.50 CALIBER HANDLE
5-spoke handle. Available 
in black nickel only.

DESICCANT
Prevents rust and 
moisture damage.
Recommended for safes 
without electrical access.
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